POWERED TUGS
Pushes/pulls loads on wheels or rails up to 10,000kg
Moves long trains of trolleys or carts
Pushes/pulls loads up/down inclines of up to 30%
Brakes loads down inclines
Safe and incredibly simple to use

Exclusive NZ agent for

Airports

Ideal for pulling lines of trolleys (single operator using remote control)
Platform/ride-on powered models for longer distances
Pulls cargo and luggage platform trolleys around the tarmac
Waste management: Pulls trains of bins at once
Delivers supplies to restaurants and duty free shops
Moves access ladders, scaffolds, airplane maintenance platforms
Wheels helicopters and small planes out of hangers

AIRPORTS

Airports

Stainless models for corrosive or clean room environments
Ideal for moving raw materials or finished product
Transports heavy items - mixing containers and vats
Pushes/pulls lines of product in a rail system or linked-up trolleys
Vacuum suction cups can be used to attach to stainless ingredient bins
Distribution – link trolleys in a train for reduced trips
One-2-Move model can raise itself onto a truck to allow solo operation

FOOD & PHARMACEUTICAL

Airports

Pulls trains of trolleys with supplies
Hospital bed moving model – reduces strain on staff when moving beds
Transports boxes of supplies from loading bays
Transports roll cages or laundry around the hospital
Food delivery for either patients or visitors

HOSPITAL

Airports

Moves parts and goods from one part of the manufacturing process
to the next
Moves heavy equipment on wheels or rail
Automatic Guided Vehicle can move dolleys/trolleys via a guided
floor circuit
Enables more efficient order and parts picking
Chains of cages and bins can be pulled to deliver cargo

MANUFACTURING & HEAVY INDUSTRY

Moves lines of shopping trolleys (solo operator using a remote)
Moves lines of product in product picking
Moves product to be shipped nearer to loading station
Enables more efficient order and parts picking
Moves larger loads over distances with platform or ride-on tugs
Cage trolleys can be linked for delivering product to store or moving around
warehouse

RETAIL & DISTRIBUTION

Moves single bins or trains of bins
Moves bins over mild inclines (automatic braking down inclines)
One-2-move model lifts itself onto a truck (single operator waste management)
Coupling and remote operation warehouse

WASTE HANDLING

Moves trolleys and carts linked in a chain
Remote control allows for solo operation
A huge variety of couplings and attachments*
*See overleaf for examples

EMERGENCY SAFETY
STOP SWITCH

ADJUSTABLE TILLER HEAD
Easy activation of all functions

INTERCHANGEABLE
BATTERY PACK
ADJUSTABLE COUPLING
HEIGHT

FULL RUBBER HIGH
TRACTION WHEELS

POWERED TUG FEATURES

0-10.000kg Pulling Power

Huge Variety of Couplings and Attachments

Astrolift are NZ agents for

.

Call us today for more information on the
the world’s forerunner in powered tugs.
Contact Astrolift:
0508 427 876
09 437 2903
sales@astrolift.co.nz
10 Springs Flat Road
Kamo, Whangarei 0112
New Zealand
For product specifications see “Powered Tugs” at

www.astrolift.co.nz

Tug range,

